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Materials substantially larger than the press platen
can often be processed in multiple sections using
the following precautions:

• Check that the pressure adjustment has been

made to accommodate the thickness of materi-

als.

• In the case of impressionable substrates (i.e.

foam board) a Release Board or other buffer

sheet slightly larger than the press platen may be

placed over the materials; this helps prevent the

possibility of platen lines appearing on the mate-

rials.

• Materials extending out of the press should be

supported so that they do not bend or flex.

• When processing in sections, it is recommended

to start in the center of the work and then work

out towards the edges.

Predrying Materials

In humid, moist or damp conditions, certain porous

materials absorb water and need to be predried.

This removes the excess moisture that would other-

wise possibly interfere with good bonding or affect

the finished appearance of the results. To predry,

place the materials inside a folder of smooth,

porous paper and process for a short time.

PROCESSING OVERSIZE MATERIALS

WIRING DIAGRAM
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Use the following procedure to check and set the pres-
sure adjustment of the press. Two Allen wrenches (1/4"
and 5/32") are needed and a 45° right triangle is helpful
to check the adjustment. If a 45° right triangle is not
available, cut a square piece of scrap board (approxi-
mately 18" x 18" [46cm]). Score the board from corner
to corner and fold on the score. The result is a 45° right
triangle.

Materials up to 1" (25mm) thick can be handled if the
following pressure adjustment procedures are used:

1. Check the pressure adjustment of the press by placing
the assembled materials inside and closing (but not
locking) the press. The lever arms should be at a 45°
angle to the top of the table as shown. If not, proceed
to adjust the pressure.

Heat-Seal Packaging: Pressure adjustment should be
made with the packaging die in the press. Check with
the packaging supplier to determine whether or not the
sponge pad should be utilized in the press.

2. Close and lock the press, leaving the materials to be
processed inside (or materials of equal thickness).
Position the press on its side.

3. Loosen, but do not remove, the pressure locking bolt
using a 1/4" Allen wrench.

4. Return the press to the upright and closed (but not
locked) position and slide the press so the adjustment
bolt extends over the edge of the workbench.

5. Turn the pressure adjustment bolt (using a 5/32" Allen
wrench) clockwise to raise the arm and increase pres-
sure, or counter-clockwise to lower the arm and
decrease pressure. Make
sure the bolt is adjusted
so the arm is at a 45°
angle with the materials
to be processed in the
press.

6. Return the press to the locked position, place on its
side and lightly tighten the pressure locking bolt using
the 1/4" Allen wrench. Place the press in the upright
position.

Alternative Pressure Adjustment Method:

A shim can be made to simplify adjustment between two
different thickness substrates that are commonly used
(example: 3/16" ((5mm)) foam board and 100 pt. card
stock).

1. Set the pressure adjustment for the thicker of the two
substrates (3/16" ((5mm)) foam board), using the pre-
ceding procedure.

2. Find a firm board that is equal to the difference in
thickness between the two substrates (approximately
1/8" ((3mm)) in this example). Cut this board (to be
used as a shim) the size of the pressure board
beneath the sponge pad in the press.

3. Slide the shim under the pressure board when pro-
cessing materials the thickness of the thinner board
(100 pt. card stock). Remove the shim when using
the thicker of the two substrates (the 3/16" ((5mm))
foam board).

PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES

Lever Arm

Approx. 45º

Closed (not locked)

Closed and Locked
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REPLACEMENT PARTS

Kits listed contain the components and instructions necessary for normal replacement of the effected item.

This precludes the necessity of identifying and ordering individual parts and helps ensure all the necessary

parts are on hand.

Kit 6299053

Thermostat Knob Kit 6299054

Power Switch 003005

Electrical Kit 115V 6299055

Electrical Kit 230V 6299056

Power Cord 115V 6202024

Power Cord 2340V International 6202025

Power Cord 2340V Australia 6202026

Heater Kit 115V 6299057

Heater Kit 230V 6299058

Platen Kit 6299059

Sponge Pad 100326

Cantilever Arm Kit 6299064

Foot Kit 6299060

Toggle Plate/Bolt Kit 6299063

Handle Kit 6299062

Pressure Adj. Kit 6299065

Screw Kit 6299061
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SYMPTOM PROBABLE CAUSE ACTION

No heat, all lights off Not plugged in Check power cord

Power supply off Check circuit breaker in building

Power switch off Check switch

Power switch inoperative Replace switch

Power cord inoperative Replace cord

No heat, power light on, Thermostat inoperative Replace Thermostat/Call Technical Service

Heater light off Heater inoperative Replace Thermostat/Call Technical Service

No heat, power light on, Heater inoperative Replace Thermostat/Call Technical  light

heater light on

Pits in work Cleanliness Clean platen

Bumps under work Cleanliness Remove dust, debris from 

between materials

Bubbles, non-adhesion Improper adhesive Check specifications

Inadequate time Reprocess longer

Low pressure See Pressure Adjustment Procedure

Low/uneven pressure Check sponge pad

See Pressure Adjustment Procedure

Low/high temperature Check specifications

High moisture content Pre-dry materials or reprocess longer

Substrate quality Check specifications

Lines from edge of press High pressure See Pressure Adjustment Procedure 

and/or use Release Board or buffer sheet

Uncontrolled heat Themostat inoperative Replace Thermostat

(overheating) Wiring incorrect Check wiring diagram

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
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